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Abstract
Two of the most significant challenges in uncertainty propagation pertain to the
high computational cost for the simulation of complex physical models and the high
dimension of the random inputs. In applications of practical interest both of these
problems are encountered and standard methods for uncertainty quantification either
fail or are not feasible. To overcome the current limitations, we propose a prob-
abilistic multi-fidelity framework that can exploit lower-fidelity model versions of
the original problem in a small data regime. The approach circumvents the curse of
dimensionality by learning dependencies between the outputs of high-fidelity models
and lower-fidelity models instead of explicitly accounting for the high-dimensional
inputs. We complement the information provided by a low-fidelity model with a low-
dimensional set of informative features of the stochastic input, which are discovered
by employing a combination of supervised and unsupervised dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques. The goal of our analysis is an efficient and accurate estimation of
the full probabilistic response for a high-fidelity model. Despite the incomplete and
noisy information that low-fidelity predictors provide, we demonstrate that accurate
and certifiable estimates for the quantities of interest can be obtained in the small
data regime, i.e., with significantly fewer high-fidelity model runs than state-of-
the-art methods for uncertainty propagation. We illustrate our approach by applying
it to challenging numerical examples such as Navier-Stokes flow simulations and
monolithic fluid-structure interaction problems.
KEYWORDS:
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1 INTRODUCTION
The analysis of complex real-world systems is usually based on sophisticated, high-fidelity (HF) computer models. Accuracy
comes at the cost of computationally expensive simulations, characterized by detailed physical resolution, fine temporal and spa-
tial discretizations, as well as narrow numerical tolerances. A single evaluation of such models, for example large scale nonlinear
and transient biomechanical problems or coupled fluid simulations, can take hours or days even on modern high-performance
clusters. Nevertheless, many questions in industry and science require a vast number of accurate computer simulations to under-
stand different system configurations, boundary conditions, perform optimization tasks, or investigate forward and backward
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2 J. Nitzler ET AL.
uncertainty propagation. Unfortunately, limitations in available resources render the aforementioned types of analysis unfeasi-
ble, so that for most practical applications, analysts either avoid such fundamental investigations completely, or fall back to less
accurate but cheaper low-fidelity (LF) variants of the original problem to conduct the analysis.
One strategy to overcome these problems pertains to multi-fidelity schemes which, by combining information provided by
different levels of model sophistication, attempt to decrease the number of high-fidelity model runs required, while retaining
the same accuracy1,2. Especially sampling based methods for uncertainty propagation, while often being the only choice for
nonlinear problems with large variabilities, become unfeasible for costly numerical models. Multi-level Monte Carlo meth-
ods (MLMC)3,4,5,6 were some of the earliest schemes used to accelerate the calculation of the expectation and variance of a
quantity of interest (QoI) on complex models, given uncertain inputs 풙. Unfortunately, the method necessitates linear depen-
dence between model outputs and can only yield asympotic error estimates. The estimation of the whole response distribution
is restricted to special cases7,6. Other contributions used low-fidelity model versions to identify important regions in the input
space, motivating adaptive sampling strategies and multi-fidelity importance sampling schemes8,9,10, while still requiring costly
sampling of the HF model. Similar ideas arose for inverse problems in the form of multi-stage Markov-chain Monte Carlo meth-
ods11,12,13. Promising alternative approaches that recently gained considerable attention are the so-called Bayesian multi-fidelity
schemes14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25. We already demonstrated their superior performance for large scale numerical problems22.
Thus far, most state-of-the-art multi-fidelity methods aim to construct an approximation for the high-fidelity (HF) computer
simulation 푦HF(풙) in the form of a surrogate model 푓̂ (풙) ≈ 푦HF(풙) that is built based on a small number of HF simulations.
Such multi-fidelity approaches exploit the characteristic that the discrepancy of HF and LF model responses has a simpler
mathematical structure than the HF model response 푦HF(풙) itself and hence, the error over 풙 can be efficiently learned to yield
good HF response predictions using few data16,17,23,24,26. Unfortunately, such approaches face serious problems for applications
with high stochastic dimensionality, especially in the case of a small data scenario which refers to the small amount of HF
simulations available due to the associated high costs.
This contribution expands upon our previous work14,22 in presenting a generalized multi-fidelity framework that is well suited
for uncertainty propagation in very high stochastic dimensions. The advances proposed lead to a higher accuracy so that we
can exploit a wider range of automatically generated low-fidelity versions of the original problem. We provide a general theo-
retic viewpoint on the topic of Bayesian uncertainty propagation while emphasizing the practical applicability of the proposed
techniques towards a broad field of engineering problems. Bayesian multi-fidelity uncertainty propagation is a non-intrusive,
data-driven approach that can be used with any numerical solver. In general, only one low-fidelity model is required but the
method can seamlessly integrate several sources of information to improve its performance. The principal result of the method
is a full probabilistic description of the quantity of interest (QoI) in the form of an approximation of the high-fidelity proba-
bility density 푝 (푦HF). Point estimates such as event probabilities, expectations or maximum likelihood estimates can then be
calculated along with credible intervals due to the Bayesian nature of our approach.
The paper is structured as followed: In Section 2, we present the theoretical foundation for Bayesian forward and backward
uncertainty propagation, as well as the key idea for the multi-fidelity extension of both cases. We then discuss the challenges
associated with a small data scenario and introduce a probabilistic learning strategy that leads to accurate prediction of the
HF model’s output density by exploiting the information provided by the output of a LF model as well as by informative
features of the model’s input. We demonstrate how such informative features of the model input can be learned based on a
combination of supervised and unsupervised dimensionality reduction techniques, at negligible extra cost. The derivations are
first formulated for any probabilistic regression model before they are specialized for Gaussian Processes. We demonstrate that
our Bayesian multi-fidelity approach can provide credible intervals for the density estimate itself. As we aim at complex physical
simulations, we additionally present strategies for the automated generation of efficient LF model versions that ultimately lead to
significant computational speed-ups of our multi-fidelity approach, compared to other state-of-the-art methods for uncertainty
quantification. The steps of the generalized Bayesian multi-fidelity approach for uncertainty quantification are summarized in
a pseudo-algorithm in Section 2.4. Section 3 provides theoretical suggestions for an automated creation of low-fidelity model
versions based on numerical relaxation. Afterwards, the framework is discussed and demonstrated for challenging fluid and
fluid-structure interaction problems in Section 4. Apart from the algorithmic aspects, we also focus on the modeling of physically
compliant random boundary conditions, random fields, and their numerical realization. We conclude with a discussion of the
numerical results and computational performance, and provide an outlook on possible future developments.
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2 BAYESIAN FORWARD AND BACKWARD UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION
Uncertainty quantification (UQ) can be distinguished into forward and backward uncertainty propagation (the latter being known
as inverse problems or model calibration problems). Forward UQ aims to propagate the uncertainty of a random input vector 풙
with a given density 푝 (풙) through a physics-based, high-fidelity, numerical model to accurately and efficiently quantify the
uncertainty of one or more outputs or Quantities of Interest (QoIs) 풚, for example in the form of their density 푝 (풚HF). The
random vector 풙 can represent uncertainties in model parameters, loads, excitations or boundary and initial conditions. For
applications of practical interest its dimension is very high (in the hundreds or thousands). On the other hand, in backward
uncertainty propagation, given a similar mathematical model and, in general, noisy observations 푌obs of the system’s output 풚,
the goal is to estimate a vector of model inputs 풙.
In the following we denote by 푦HF(풙) the deterministic input-output map implied by a high-fidelity model which in most cases
of practical interest is not available in closed form and expensive to evaluate (e.g., for each value of 풙 the numerical solution
of time-dependent, nonlinear PDEs needs to be carried out). We assume that the high-fidelity model is the reference model,
i.e., its predictions 푦HF coincide with the QoI. For clarity of the presentation we consider the scalar case, i.e. 푦HF ∶ R푑 → R,
where 푑 = dim(풙). Furthermore, to simplify the notation, we make no distinction between random variables and the values
these can take. In this notation, 풙 or 푦HF denote the respective random variables and possible realizations, whereas 푦HF(풙) refers
to a deterministic function. Scalar quantities are expressed by plain letters (e.g., 푦HF for a scalar, high-fidelity model output), in
contrast to boldface letters (such as the input vector 풙), which denote vector-valued quantities. We denote with capital letters a
data set that can either consist of scalar quantities or vector-valued quantities. Data sets of scalar quantities are written in plain
capital letters such as the vector of row-wise scalar experimental observations 푌obs. On the other hand, vector-valued quantities,
such as the matrix of row-wise vector-valued model inputs 푿, are written with boldface capital letters. The most important
distinction is made between the training data (indicated by capital letter but without further superscripts, e.g., 푌HF) and test data
that has an asterisk superscript (e.g., 풙∗ for one arbitrary test input or the large data set of all test inputs 푿∗).
For forward UQ we seek the whole response density 푝 (푦HF) which can then be used to calculate any statistic of interest. The
resulting output density for the QoI can be expressed as the integral over the conditional distribution 푝 (푦HF|풙) weighted by the
density of the input 푝 (풙). In the special case of a deterministic function 푦HF(풙), the conditional distribution 푝
(
푦HF|풙) can be
expressed in form of a Dirac distribution 푝 (푦HF|풙) = 훿푦HF (푦HF − 푦HF(풙)):
푝
(
푦HF
)
= ∫
Ω풙
푝
(
푦HF|풙) 푝 (풙) 푑풙 = ∫
Ω풙
훿푦HF
(
푦HF − 푦HF(풙)
)
푝 (풙) 푑풙 (1)
Equation (1) is usually approximated by Monte Carlo methods which, depending on the demanded level of accuracy and
especially for the tails of 푝 (푦HF) = (i.e., rare events), would require a huge amount of evaluations of 푦HF(풙). The overall
computational cost can render such an approach impracticable or unfeasible. Alternative strategies have attempted to approxi-
mate the map 푦HF(풙) or the conditional density 푝
(
푦HF|풙) using a variety of surrogates or emulators which are generally trained
on ntrain simulation data pairs, i.e.,HF = {풙푖, 푦HF(풙푖)}ntrain푖=1 . Given the high dimension 푑 of 풙, this task gives rise to several accu-racy and efficiency challenges. Even when the most expressive, modern machine learning tools are deployed (e.g., Deep Neural
Nets) the number ntrain of high-fidelity evaluations needed to achieve an acceptable level of accuracy can render such methods
impracticable or unfeasible as well.
For inverse problems, the answer in the Bayesian framework is provided in the form of the so-called posterior probability
density on 풙, given the observations, i.e. 푝 (풙|푌obs), which arises as a combination of the prior density 푝 (풙) and the likelihood:
푝
(
풙|푌obs)
⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟
Posterior
∝ 푝
(
푌obs|푦HF(풙))
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Likelihood
푝 (풙)
⏟ ⏟
Prior
(2)
From the posterior we can compute point estimates 풙est that represent the vector of calibrated model parameters. The Bayesian
interpretation of backward uncertainty propagation provides a natural regularization framework for ill-posed problems. The
computationally expensive part is the likelihood 푝 (푌obs|푦HF(풙)), as for each evaluation, the HF model must solved. Usually, the
posterior distribution 푝 (풙|푌obs) is approximated by advanced sampling methods such as Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling or sequential Monte-Carlo (SMC)methods . Nevertheless, evenmodern sampling techniques also require an unfeasible
amount of costly HF model evaluations.
In this contribution, we will focus on an efficient approach for forward uncertainty propagation but also highlight the analogies
to Bayesian model calibration. An in-depth discussion of the latter case is, however, outside the scope of this paper.
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2.1 General Aspects of Bayesian Multi-Fidelity Forward and Inverse Problems
The previous expressions (1) and (2) involved a computationally expensive high-fidelity computer model implied by 푦HF(풙). In
the following, we demonstrate how less expensive lower-fidelity models in combination with low-dimensional features of 풙 can
be employed to obtain accurate and certifiable estimates of the aforementioned quantities requiring only very small numbers of
high-fidelity runs. In the simplest version, we presuppose the availability of a lower-fidelity model which provides a potentially
very poor approximation of the QoI. In the scalar case, we denote this with 푦LF and the associated input-output (deterministic)
map by 푦LF(풙).
In contrast to multi-level Monte-Carlo techniques, which also make use of lower-fidelity models in combination with frequen-
tist estimators, we advocate a Bayesian perspective14, which we refer to as Bayesian Multi-Fidelity Monte-Carlo (BMFMC)
method22,18. The basis of the framework advocated is re-expressing the sought density as:
푝
(
푦HF
)
= ∫
Ω풙
푝
(
푦HF|풙)
⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟
Dirac:comp. expensive
⋅푝 (풙) 푑풙 → standard forward UQ, see equation (1)
= ∫
Ω푦LF
∫
Ω풙
푝
(
푦HF, 푦LF,풙
)
푑풙푑푦LF → write as joint density and expand expression by LF model response 푦LF
(3)
= ∫
Ω푦LF
∫
Ω풙
푝
(
푦HF,풙|푦LF) ⋅ 푝 (푦LF) 푑풙푑푦LF → condition on LF model 푦LF
= ∫
Ω푦LF
푝
(
푦HF|푦LF)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Approximate with
little HF data
⋅ 푝
(
푦LF
)
⏟⏟⏟
Sampling
on LF
푑푦LF → integrate over inputs 풙 to yield multi-fidelity formulation in BMFMC22
We note that none of the expressions above contain any errors or approximations. Furthermore, the crucial conditional density
푝
(
푦HF|푦LF) that must be learned or estimated is independent of the dimension of the input vector 풙. The premise of BMFMC
is that all the densities above can be estimated at a cost (as measured by the number of high-fidelity solves) which is much less
than the alternatives. In the case of 푝 (푦LF) this can be achieved as long as the lower-fidelity model is much cheaper than the
high-fidelity reference. To assess the feasibility of this task for 푝 (푦HF|푦LF) and to better understand the role of this conditional
density we consider the following limiting cases:
extreme 1) The lower-fidelitymodel 푦LF is independent of 푦HF, i.e., 푝
(
푦HF|푦LF) = 푝 (푦HF).While (3) remains valid, any attempt
to estimate 푝 (푦HF|푦LF) will be comparable to a Monte Carlo estimator applied directly on 푦HF. Hence, it is unlikely that
any significant efficiency gains could be achieved.
extreme 2) The lower- and high-fidelity model are fully dependent, i.e., there is a function, say 푓 , such that 푦HF = 푓 (푦LF) and
푝
(
푦HF|푦LF) = 훿푦HF (푦HF − 푓 (푦LF)). Any efficiency gains, in this case, would depend on the probabilistic machine learningmodel postulated for learning the conditional.
Given a physically motivated 푦LF(풙), one would expect the actual 푝
(
푦HF|푦LF) to be between these two extremes as shown in
Figure 1. Errors will only be introduced through the numerical approximation of the densities in equation (3). We distinguish
therefore between the following sources of error:
error 1) The primary source of error in the method stems from the probabilistic model (e.g., Gaussian Processes or other prob-
abilistic regression tools) selected to approximate the conditional distribution 푝 (푦HF|푦LF). If the family of approximating
densities considered does not include the true one, a modeling error will be introduced. For a Gaussian Process model
in Ω푦HF×푦LF , such assumptions are, i.e., a normal distributed conditional 푝
(
푦HF|푦LF) along with smoothness properties of
the random process, imposed by the selected kernel.
error 2) The second error source pertains to the amount of available training data (i.e., pairs of lower- and high-fidelity runs).
Even if the true 푝 (푦HF|푦LF) belongs to the selected model class, it is unlikely that it would be recovered exactly with
limited data.
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BMFMC brings twomajor advantages for UQwith computationally demanding computer models: Firstly, by exploiting informa-
tion encoded in computationally cheaper, lower-fidelity (LF) versions of the original computer model, it can drastically reduce
the number of costly HF model evaluations and enable forward and backward uncertainty propagation even for very expensive
models. Secondly, by learning the statistical dependence between the 푦LF and 푦HF, BMFMC circumvents the curse of dimen-
sionality which arises as a result of high-dimensional model inputs 풙. As an explicit treatment of the high-dimensional input
vector 풙 in surrogates is not expedient, especially for a low number of HF data, we make use instead of statistical dependencies
between 푦LF and 푦HF.
Figure 1 provides a visualization of the main terms in equation (3). In particular, Figure 1(a) shows examples of response
surfaces for a two-dimensional input 풙. The upper response surface represents a LF model and the lower one the corresponding
HFmodel response. A red dot marks a function value for the same 풙 on both models. The corresponding Dirac density 푝 (푦HF|풙)
(b)(a)
푦LF = 푐표푛푠푡.
푦LF(풙)
푦HF(풙) 푦HF|푦LF
푦HF|푦LF
푦HF(풙)
푝
(
푦HF, 푦LF
)low high
96303
69
푦HF
1
3
5
7
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
푥2
푥1
푦LF
푝
(
푦HF|풙) 푝 (푦HF|푦LF)
푦
FIGURE 1 Visualization of HF and LF model dependencies. Left: Example of LF and HF model outputs with two input
variables 푥1 and 푥2. Right: Dependence between LF and HF output. The joint density 푝
(
푦LF, 푦HF
) is color-coded. Conditional
densities 푝 (푦HF|풙) and 푝 (푦HF|푦LF) are shown as slices of 푝 (푦LF, 푦HF) in blue.
is shown by a blue arrow, centered on the red dot in Figure 1(b). An indicative conditional density of 푦HF given 푦LF is also shown
in Figure 1(b). The vertical red line shows the support for the corresponding conditional density 푝 (푦HF|푦LF) which encodes the
knowledge about possible outcomes of 푦HF when only 푦LF is observed (without information of a specific 풙 that yielded 푦LF).
In this contribution we generalize expression (3) by considering, next to LF models, also informative features 휸(풙) = 훾푗(풙)
of the input 풙, with 푗 ∈ N ∶ [1, 푁훾 ] and 푁훾 being the number of LF models used in the multi-fidelity approach. We will
further elaborate on this in Section 2.4. We denote the vector of informative features 휸(풙) and LF responses 푦LF(풙) as 풛LF(풙) =
[푦LF(풙), 휸(풙)]푇 . With 풛LF, we jointly denote the corresponding random vector as well as values that this can take. The basic
elements of BMFMC remain unaltered if one employs multiple low-fidelity features, summarized in 풛LF, so that equation (3)
becomes:
푝
(
푦HF
)
= ∫
Ω풛LF
푝
(
푦HF|풛LF) ⋅ 푝 (풛LF) 푑풛LF (4)
We demonstrate in the subsequent sections how the modeling error (i.e., error 1 above) can be reduced and superior estimates
can be obtained by an appropriate selection of the input features.
In order to show the generality and power of the proposed strategy, we would like to conclude this section by giving a short
outlook on the applicability of the Bayesian multi-fidelity approach for inverse uncertainty propagation which we derive from
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the standard formulation in equation (2):
푝
(
풙|푌obs) ∝ 푝 (푌obs|푦HF(풙))
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Likelihood
⋅푝 (풙) → Standard Bayesian inverse problem
= ∫
Ω푦HF
푝
(
푌obs|푦HF) ⋅ 푝 (푦HF|풙) 푑푦HF ⋅ 푝 (풙) → Expand the likelihood
≈ ∫
Ω푦HF
푝
(
푌obs|푦HF) ⋅ 푝 (푦HF|풛LF(풙)) 푑푦HF
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
푝(푌obs|풛LF(풙))
⋅푝 (풙) → Approximation: 푝 (푦HF|풛LF(풙)) ≈ 푝 (푦HF|풙) (5)
= ∫
Ω푦HF
∫
Ω풛LF
푝
(
푌obs|푦HF) ⋅ 푝 (푦HF|풛LF) → Expand 푝 (푦HF|풛LF(풙))
⋅ 푝
(
풛LF|풙) 푑풛LF푑푦HF ⋅ 푝 (풙)
∶= 푝
(
풙|푌obs)MF
In the equations above we approximate the computationally demanding 푝 (푦HF|풙) with 푝 (푦HF|풛LF(풙)). In contrast to the multi-
fidelity forward UQ formulation, the multi-fidelity inverse problem contains an approximation step, by replacing 푝 (푦HF|풙)
with 푝 (푦HF|풛LF(풙)). In contrast to 풙, the vector 풛LF(풙) is low-dimensional so that 푝 (푦HF|풛LF(풙)) can be well approximated
with probabilistic learning methods. It is important to point out that in the multi-fidelity scenario, the HF output 푦HF (for each 풙)
becomes an unobserved quantity which in fully-Bayesian fashion is modeled as a random variable. In the last line of equation
(5) we expand the term 푝 (푦HF|풛LF(풙)) to show the analogies to equation (4). The Bayesian multi-fidelity posterior 푝 (풙|푌obs)MFreflects not only the uncertainties in the data but also the uncertainty introduced by 풛LF for predicting 푦HF (instead of solving
the HF model directly)15. In this contribution, the Bayesian multi-fidelity inverse problem should only illustrate the potential of
our multi-fidelity framework. The approximation of the involved terms brings further technical challenges that are outside the
scope of the current paper.
2.2 Learning of 푝 (푦HF|풛LF): Multi-Fidelity Forward UQ in the Small Data Case
In the preceding formulations, the densities involved were assumed to be known. In real applications, an analytic description
of the density terms is not existent but only the small data set of HF model evaluations and the computationally cheaper large
data set of LF features 풛LF is available. Classic density estimation techniques are inaccurate in small data scenarios. Hence, this
section focuses on strategies to efficiently learn the multi-fidelity conditional distribution 푝 (푦HF|풛LF) which is the key element
of the multi-fidelity approach. Apart from the obvious accuracy requirements, it is essential that the necessary number of training
data 푓 = {풁LF, 푌HF} with 풁LF = 풛LF(푿) and 푌HF = 푦HF(푿), is minimized.
As one regression function 푓 ∶ R푑풛LF → R, with 푑풛LF = dim(풛LF), for the data set 푓 would not describe the problem ade-quately, due to the noisy relationship between 풛LF and 푦HF, we follow a probabilistic learning approach, considering a distribution
of possible regression functions 푓 that would describe the small data set 푓 and obtain a density estimate for the HF output.
In the Bayesian setting the multi-fidelity distribution 푝 (푦HF|풛LF) is approximated in two steps: First we define a prior distribu-
tion for possible regression functions 푝 (푓 |풛LF) denoted as the prior probabilistic model, which incorporates our beliefs (e.g.,
smoothness, dependency) about the relationship of 푦HF and 풛LF. Since 푓 is infinite-dimensional, we follow27,28 in the slight abuse
of notation for denoting with 푝 (푓 ) and 푝 (푓 |푓) the prior and posterior of 푓 , respectively. Please note, that 푝 (푓 |푓) implies a
random process, e.g., a Gaussian Process 푓
(
m푓
(
풛LF
)
, v푓
(
풛LF
)), while 푝 (푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓) describes the uni-variate condi-
tional distribution for a certain test value 풛∗LF which is a normal distribution푓 ∗
(
m푓
(
풛∗LF
)
, v푓
(
풛∗LF
)), in case a Gaussian
Process was deployed as a probabilistic model. We write 푓 ∗ to denote the uni-variate random variable that emerges for the eval-
uation of the random process at a particular test input 풛∗LF. We denote the value 푝
(
푦∗HF|풛∗LF, 푓 ∗), with 푝 (푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓), in contrastto the former expression 푝 (푦HF|풛LF):
푝
(
푦HF|풛LF) → 푝 (푦∗HF|풛∗LF, 푓 ∗,푓) with 푝 (푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓) (6)
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The regression function 푓 is only needed to construct the probabilistic model and allows for a structured representation of our
approach but we are not interested in particular values of the function itself29. In the subsequent predictions for the HF model’s
output density, we will hence calculate statistics for the variability in 푓 ∗ and eliminate the dependency on the latter.
The starting point of the multi-fidelity UQ is a sampling procedure on the LF model, resulting in a large LF data
set LF∗ = {풙∗푖, 푦LF(풙∗푖)}Nsample푖=1 = {푿∗, 푌 ∗LF}. The sample size Nsample is dependent on the simulation model and the statisticsof interest but usually at least in the hundreds or thousands. Based onLF∗ and criteria that will be discussed in Section 2.4, we
select a subset of optimal inputs 푿 ⊂ 푿∗ with size ntrain ≪ Nsample and run simulations that yield the corresponding HF out-
puts 푌HF = 푦HF(푿). Following the procedure described in Section 2.4, we can additionally learn informative features 훾푖, without
the need of further simulation runs. The tuples of corresponding HF and LF outputs and informative features yield the train-
ing data set 푓 = {풁LF, 푌HF} = {풛LF(푿), 푦HF(푿)}. The extended small data approximation of the multi-fidelity conditional
distribution 푝 (푦∗HF, 푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓) can now be plugged into equation (3) to yield the Bayesian multi-fidelity forward uncertaintyestimate for the limited data case:
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓) = ∫
Ω풛LF
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF,푓)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Likelihood ofHF observations
⋅ 푝
(
풛LF
)
⏟⏟⏟
Marginal density:
direct MC on LF model
푑풛LF (7)
Now we can among others calculate the expectation and variance of equation (7) with respect to the random variable 푓 ∗. The
expectation E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] serves as an approximation for the HF distribution E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] ≈ 푝 (푦HF). Ourconfidence about this prediction can be expressed in form of the variance with respect to the posterior model distribution at a
test input 푝 (푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓), which results in credible intervals on the density function E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] itself:
E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] = ∫
Ω풛∗LF
∫
Ω푓∗
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF,푓) 푝 (푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓) 푑푓 ∗
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
E푓∗[푝(푦∗HF|푓 ∗,풛∗LF,푓 )]≈푝(푦HF|풛LF)
푝
(
풛∗LF
)
푑풛∗LF
(8a)
V푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] = E푓 ∗ [(푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓))2] − (E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)])2
= ∫
Ω풛∗LF
∫
Ω풛∗LF
′
E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF,푓) 푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF′,푓)]
⋅ 푝
(
풛∗LF
′) 푝 (풛∗LF) 푑풛∗LF′푑풛∗LF − (E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)])2
(8b)
2.3 Numerical Approximation of Posterior Statistics using Gaussian Processes
In this work, we advocate Gaussian Processes (GPs)29 as a probabilistic regression model in equation (6). GPs are a popular
non-parametric Bayesian tool that is well-suited to small data settings. For the inference and learning tasks, we employedGPy30.
In all examples analyzed we started with a prior Gaussian Process of the form:
푝 (푓 ) = 푓 (m (풛LF) , k (풛LF, 풛LF′)) , (9a)
m
(
풛LF
)
= 0, (9b)
k
(
풛LF, 풛LF′
)
= 휎02 ⋅ exp
[
−
|풛LF − 풛LF′|2
2퓁2
]
, (9c)
where m (풛LF) is the prior mean function and k (풛LF, 풛LF′) is the prior covariance function which we choose to be the squared
exponential covariance function with 퓁 being the characteristic length scale and 휎02 the signal variance. The prior mean function
of the process is usually selected to zero or is set equal to 푦LF, if it is assumed that the LF output reflects 푦HF in themean. Following
our notation, capital letters, e.g., Γ푖∗, denote the vector of realizations of a random variable, e.g., 훾푖 and bold capital letters
denote matrices, such a matrix holding column-wise realizations of vector valued random variables, e.g.풁LF, or the covariance
matrix 퐊. The asterisk superscript indicates the large data set derived from the LF Monte-Carlo simulation. Furthermore, we
model a Gaussian likelihood of the data with noise level 휎n2:
푝
(
푌HF|퐹 ,풁LF,푓) =푦HF (퐹 , 휎n2퐼) , (10)
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with 퐹 being a particular realization of the GP, evaluated for the feature matrix 풁LF, where each column corresponds to a
training point. The posterior GP 푝 (푓 |풛LF,푓), follows then to29:
푝
(
푓 |푓) = 푓 |푓 (m푓 (풛LF) , k푓 (풛LF, 풛LF′)) (11a)
m푓
(
풛LF
)
= m
(
풛LF
)
+ 퐤푇
(
풛LF
) (
퐊 + 휎̂2n퐼
)−1 (푌HF푇 − m(풛LF)) (11b)
k푓
(
풛LF, 풛LF′
)
= k
(
풛LF, 풛LF′
)
− k
(
풛LF,풁LF
) [
k
(
풁LF,풁LF
)
+ σ̂2nI
]−1 k (풁LF, 풛LF′) (11c)
Here, 퐊 = k (풁LF,풁LF) and 퐤 = k (풛LF,풁LF) are used for compact notation. Point estimates of the hyper-parameters of the
model 휽 = {퓁, 휎02 , 휎2푛} are determined by maximizing the marginal likelihood29 and are denoted by 휽̂ in the sequel. In addition,we denote the posterior variance of the GP (i.e., the posterior covariance for 풛LF = 풛LF′) with v푓
(
풛LF
)
= k푓
(
풛LF, 풛LF
). Given
a test input 풛∗LF, the predictive posterior of the value of the GP at this point, i.e. 푓 ∗(풛∗LF), is given by a normal distribution:
푝
(
푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓) = 푓 ∗ (m푓 (풛∗LF) , k푓 (풛∗LF, 풛∗LF)) =푓 ∗ (m푓 (풛∗LF) , v푓 (풛∗LF)) (12)
Furthermore, the Gaussian likelihood in equation (10) implies that the predictive distribution for the corresponding value of the
HF model’s output, denoted by 푦∗HF, will be:
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF) =푦∗HF (푓 ∗, 휎̂2n) (13)
The involved densities are summarized in Table 1:
TABLE 1 Applied models for the densities in equations (7) to (8b)
Density Applied model Description
푝
(
푓 ∗|풛∗LF) 푓 ∗ (m (풛∗LF) , v (풛∗LF)) Prior GP evaluated at 풛∗LF
푝
(
푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓) 푓 ∗ (m푓 (풛∗LF) , v푓 (풛∗LF)) Posterior GP evaluated at 풛∗LF
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF,푓) 푦∗HF (푓 ∗, 휎̂2n) Likelihood of HF data
푝
(
풛LF
) Only samples available LF distr.
푝
(
푦∗HF|풛∗LF,푓) Multi-fidelity conditional
= ∫
Ω푓∗
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF,푓) ⋅ 푝 (푓 ∗|풛∗LF,푓) 푑푓 ∗ 푦∗HF (m푓 (풛∗LF) , v푓 (풛∗LF) + 휎̂2n)
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓) Random process for HF density
= ∫
Ω풛∗LF
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗, 풛∗LF,푓) 푝 (풛∗LF) 푑풛∗LF -
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓) Mean estimate for HF density
= E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] see equation (14) (in small data regime)
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Based on the previous results and given the posterior uncertainty of the GP, we can compute the expected value of the density
E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] in equation (8a), by averaging over the posterior of the GP as follows:
E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] = ∫
Ω풛∗LF
∫
Ω푓∗
푦∗HF
(
푓 ∗, 휎̂2n
)푓 ∗ (m푓 (풛∗LF) , v푓 (풛∗LF)) 푑푓 ∗푝 (풛∗LF) 푑풛∗LF
= ∫
Ω풛∗LF
푦∗HF
(
m푓
(
풛∗LF
)
, v푓
(
풛∗LF
)
+ 휎̂2n
)
푝
(
풛∗LF
)
푑풛∗LF
≈ 1
Nsample
푁∑
푗=1
푦∗HF
(
m푓
(
풛∗LF푗
)
, v푓
(
풛∗LF푗
)
+ 휎̂2n
)
(14)
A Monte Carlo integration over 풛∗LF is used in the last step of equation (14). We note, that this integral, respectively its MonteCarlo approximation, depends on inexpensive LF samples 풁∗LF = [풛∗LF푖] with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1,Nsample], and for the posteriormean m푓
(
풛∗LF
) and variance v푓 (풛∗LF) of the GP, no additional HF runs are needed. Similarly, the (posterior) variance of thesought density of 푦HF can be computed from (8b) by substituting the density approximations in Table 1 and considering the
posterior uncertainty of the GP. Here, we calculate the variance with respect to the GP realizations 푓 ∗ at 풛∗LF and make use ofthe arithmetic for Gaussian distributions to find a semi-analytic formulation for the variance expression up to the integration
over 풛∗LF and 풛∗LF′, respectively. Again, the outer integrals over Ω풛∗LF , respectively Ω풛∗LF ′, have to be solved via Monte Carlo
integration due to the non-Gaussian distributions 푝 (풛∗LF), respectively 푝 (풛∗LF′). The subtrahend (E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)])2 canbe reused from the previous computation in equation (14). For the subsequent derivation we define the vectors 풚∗HF = [푦∗HF, 푦∗HF]푇and 풇∗ = [푓 ∗, 푓 ∗]푇 to denote the support of the multivariate normal distributions, which arise from the multiplication of
two univariate normal distributions in the expectation expression E푓 ∗
[푦∗HF (푓 ∗(풛∗LF), 휎̂2n) ⋅푦∗HF (푓 ∗(풛∗LF′), 휎̂2n)] (see29,31 forstochastic calculus):
V푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] = ∫
Ω풛∗LF
∫
Ω풛∗LF
′
E푓 ∗
[푦∗HF (푓 ∗(풛∗LF), 휎̂2n) ⋅푦∗HF (푓 ∗(풛∗LF′), 휎̂2n)] 푝 (풛∗LF) 푝 (풛∗LF′) 푑풛∗LF′푑풛∗LF
−
(
E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)])2
= ∫
Ω풛∗LF
∫
Ω풛∗LF
′
∫
Ω푓∗
퐲∗HF
([
푓 ∗(풛∗LF)
푓 ∗′(풛∗LF
′)
]
,
[
휎̂2n 0
0 휎̂2n
])
⋅풇∗
([
m푓
(
풛∗LF
)
m푓
(
풛∗LF
′)] ,[ v푓 (풛∗LF) k푓 (풛∗LF, 풛∗LF′)k푓 (풛∗LF, 풛∗LF′) v푓 (풛∗LF′)
])
푑푓 ∗
⋅ 푝
(
풛∗LF
)
푝
(
풛∗LF
′) 푑풛∗LF′푑풛∗LF − (E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)])2
= ∫
Ω풛∗LF
∫
Ω풛∗LF
′
퐲∗HF
([
m푓
(
풛∗LF
)
m푓
(
풛∗LF
′)] ,[v푓 (풛∗LF) + 휎̂2n k푓 (풛∗LF, 풛∗LF′)k푓 (풛∗LF, 풛∗LF′) v푓 (풛∗LF′) + 휎̂2n
])
⋅ 푝
(
풛∗LF
)
푝
(
풛∗LF
′) 푑풛∗LF′푑풛∗LF − (E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)])2
≈ 1
N2sample
Nsample∑
푖=1
Nsample∑
푗=1
퐲∗HF
⎛⎜⎜⎝
[
m푓
(
풛∗LF푖
)
m푓
(
풛∗LF푗
)] , ⎡⎢⎢⎣
v푓
(
풛∗LF푖
)
+ 휎̂2n k푓
(
풛∗LF푖, 풛
∗
LF푗
′
)
k푓
(
풛∗LF푗 , 풛
∗
LF푖
′
)
v푓
(
풛∗LF푗
)
+ 휎̂2n
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎞⎟⎟⎠
−
(
E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)])2
(15)
In the following section, we will discuss the details of the composition of 풛LF and additionally provide pseudo-algorithms to
summarize all important steps of the Bayesian multi-fidelity approach.
2.4 Determination of Informative Features 휸(풙) and Optimal Training Set 푓
The vector of lower-fidelity features 풛LF(풙) contains apart from low-fidelity model outputs 푦LF(풙), a few informative feature
functions summarized in 휸(풙), so that 풛LF(풙) =
[
푦LF(풙), 휸(풙)
]푇 . This section is devoted to the definition and computation of
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informative features 휸(풙). Former versions of Bayesian Multi-Fidelity Monte Carlo22,14 have employed 풛LF(풙) = 푦LF(풙), so that
model inputs 풙 are entirely filtered through the LF model. The exclusive use of 풛LF(풙) = 푦LF(풙) leads, in the general case, to
conditional densities that might still be challenging to be sufficiently approximated by probabilistic machine learning models in
a small data scenario contributing to significant model errors (error 1) in Section 2.1) and inaccurate results.
We note that employing the whole input vector 풛LF(풙) ≡ 풙 as, e.g., in Perdikaris et al.23 for nonlinear autoregressive multi-
fidelity GP regression (NARGP), would only be applicable to low-dimensional 풙. In dynamic problems it was shown by Lee et
al.32 that it is advantageous to incorporate time 푡 and time derivatives, in the form of time shifts 푦LF(풙, 푡), 푦LF(풙, 푡 + Δ푡), of
the LF simulation outputs as further features. This idea can directly be integrated in our approach, but without the necessity to
treat 풙 explicitly, by choosing, e.g., 풛LF(풙, 푡) =
[
푦LF(풙, 푡), 푡, 푦LF(풙, 푡 + Δ푡)
]푇 .
The discovery of appropriate 휸(풙) that complement the low-fidelity model outputs 푦LF푗(풙) can be formulated as an unsuper-
vised learning task for which a wealth of linear and non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques have been proposed, in the
past33,34,35,36,37,38. We would like to emphasize though, that we do not necessarily seek lower-dimensional representations of 풙
but rather for the features of 풙 that are predictive of 푦HF. Even in cases where 풙 is amenable to (non)linear dimensionality reduc-
tion, only a subset of the reduced coordinates may affect the output 푦HF. Additionally, as 푝
(
푦HF|푦LF) is already conditioned on
the LF output 푦LF, it does not make sense to select 훾푖(풙) that furnish information contained in 푦LF(풙) so that a naive supervised
learning approach would fail. More specifically, in the context of BMFMC advocated in this paper, our goal is to identify a
few 훾푖(풙) that, in conjunction with 푦LF(풙), will reduce as much as possible the model error source error 1 in Section 2.1.
In the following, we will not change the overall probabilistic modeling strategy, in our case Gaussian Processes, but rather aim
to find a better representation for the multi-fidelity conditional distribution 푝 (푦HF|풛LF) by modifying 풛LF through 훾푖. As pointed
out in error 1, the assumption of a specific conditional distribution is not fulfilled in the general case and will hence introduce
an error. Additionally, in case of a large variance of the random process V푦HF
[
푝
(
푦HF|풛LF)] for 푦HF, an accurate estimation
of this variance in form of the noise level 휎̂2n becomes more challenging. Because feature selection based on 푝
(
푦HF|푦LF) is
hampered by the low number of HF data points {푿, 푌HF}, we alternatively choose 훾푖(풙) that explain most of the LF model’s
output variance V푦LF
[
푝
(
푦LF
)] and argue that such 훾푖(풙) are also important features for model dependency 푝 (푦HF|풛LF), i.e.,
their explicit treatment in 푝 (푦HF|풛LF) would reduce the variance of the expression the most. By explicit treatment we mean the
incorporation of 훾푖 in 풛LF so that the Gaussian Process has 훾푖 as an additional input variable, rather than implicitly accounting for
the effect of 훾푖 by its contribution to the characteristics of the density 푝
(
푦HF|풛LF), where we impose a Gaussian noise assumption.
On the other hand, if too many informative features 훾푖 are added to 푝
(
푦HF|풛LF), the resulting space Ω풛LF becomes too large tobe sufficiently covered by 푓 , so that error 2 will increase due to growing epistemic uncertainty. The effect is schematically
depicted in Figure 2. For a larger amount of training data, more informative features 훾푖 can be added to further decrease the
approximation error.
We start by demanding, that 훾푖(풙) is selected from the lower dimensional representation 풙̂ of the original input풙. Therefore, the
model input 풙 separated into uncorrelated dimensions and correlated dimensions: 풙 = [풙uncorr,풙corr,푖]푇 , with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, ncorr]. In
this notation 풙푇corr,푖 represent the correlated inputs in form of correlated random variables or random fields. A reduced representa-tion 풙̂ can be achieved by applying unsupervised dimensionality reduction techniques, in our case a truncated Karhunen-Loéve
expansion (KLE), on 풙푇corr,푖. We want to emphasize that the dimensionality reduction discussed in this section, was not used togenerate the realization of random fields that were deployed in the actual simulations but is rather a post-processing step that is
only used in the probabilistic learning approach. Starting point is an eigenproblem for the covariance matrix 퐊∗ of the random
field, which is defined by the evaluation of its covariance function for the underlying discretization:
퐊∗풗푗,푖 = 휆푗,푖풗푗,푖 (16)
The eigenvectors 풗푗 define a complete basis, in which we can represent 풙corr,푖 as a linear combination of 풗푗 , so that the coefficients
of the expansion yields:
풄푖 ≈ 푽 푇trunc,푖 ⋅ 풙corr,푖 −풎푖, with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, ncorr] (17)
Here, 풎푖 is the mean vector of the 푖-th discretized random field and 풄푖 a vector of coefficients for the truncated basis 푽 trunc,푖.
We truncate the series expansion in equation (17) when 95% of the explained variance is reached. The explained variance of the
discretized field is defined as:
explained variance ∶=
ntrunc∑
푖=푗
휆푗∕
푑corr∑
푗=1
휆푗 , with 푑corr = dim(풙corr,푖) (18)
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FIGURE 2 Schematic illustration of the error behavior in 푝 (푦HF|풛LF) for an increasing number of features, 훾푖. The incorporation
of features leads at first to a decrease of the modeling error 1, before a larger Ω풛LF leads again to an increase of (error 2). For alarger training data size ntrain the error is in general lower and the minimum error (indicated by arrows) lies at a higher number
of features. See Figure 10 for a numerical demonstration.
Afterwards, we propose to use the vector of KLE-coefficients 풄푖 as a low dimensional feature vector for 풙corr,푖. Standardization
of each dimension is written in form a standardization operator  . The reduced input vector then follows to:
풙̂ ∶= [풙uncorr, 풄푖]푇 , with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, ntrunc,푖] (19)
Standardization refers to the individual scaling of the dimensions in 풙̂, so that their underlying input density has zero mean and
a standard deviation of one. In a next step, we define a correlation measure 퐫 between the individual dimensions of the reduced
input vector 풙̂ and the LF simulation output 푦LF, using the projection of the corresponding reduced input matrix 푿̂∗ on the LF
output vector 푌 ∗LF:
퐫 = |||푿̂∗푇 ⋅ 푌LF∗||| (20)The definition (20) can be understood as the absolute value of the scaled Pearson correlation coefficient, calculated for each
dimension of 풙̂ and the LF output 푦LF. Input dimensions 푥̂푗 that show high values for 푟푗 are informative about 푦LF and in
approximation about 푦HF, leading to an efficient reduction of V푦HF
[
푝
(
푦HF|푦LF푖, 훾푖)]. We select the 푥̂푖 that correspond to the 푖-
highest entries 푟푖 in 풓, with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, n휸], as an informative feature 훾푖 of the input. We found that in the small data regime two
additional LF features 훾1 and 훾2 gave the best results. For a higher number of LF features, Ω풛LF gets too large for the small dataset 푓 so that the approximation error increases again.
For an optimal selection of training points 푓 , we propose the following procedure: Given the large LF data
set LF∗ ∶= {푿∗, 푌 ∗LF}, we select a subset of training inputs 푿 ⊂ 푿∗ for which we run HF simulations, accordingto 푌HF = 푦HF(푿). The training data set is then defined as 푓 = {푌HF, 푌LF,풁LF}. Important is in the following the definition of
the aforementioned subset푿, meaning which 풙푖 we should select to calculate the training data. Usually, the initial training data
selection for surrogate models of computer experiments aims for a space-filling design strategy in the input space, i.e., a Latin
Hyper-Cube design to explore the input space efficiently39,40,41. We also decide for a space filling training data set 푓 but pay
closer attention to the definition of the term space filling in this contexte as we do not intentend to learn a classical determin-
istic surrogate model but rather want to learn the conditional distribution 푝 (푦HF|풛LF) with low error. The noisy relationship
between 푦HF and 풛LF is caused by neglecting the explicit dependency on 풙. To get a good estimate for the noise structure we
need to select training points with space filling properties in Ω풙. As the input space is assumed to be large, it is advantageous
to focus on the important part of Ω풙, represented by 휸+ = 훾푖, with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, n휸+] and n휸+ being the number of input features
used in the extended vector 휸+. We note that n휸+ > n휸 , such that we demand space filling properties to more dimensions 훾푖
than actually used to define 풛LF. This is necessary to yield a training design that is also representative for the noise structure of
푝
(
푦HF|풛LF). In the extended spaceΩ휸+ , the sampling data from the LF modelLF∗ ∶= {푿∗, 푌 ∗LF} corresponds to the LF featuredata set 횪∗,+. Given the training data size ntrain we then choose a space filling subset 횪+ ⊂ 횪∗,+ from the large sampling data
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set of size Nsample, with ntrain ≪ Nsample. In the numerical implementation we used diverse-subset algorithms based on Wessing
and Salomon42,43. Given 풁LF+ and the corresponding 푿, we can now run the HF simulations accordingly to 푌HF = 푦HF(푿).
We found that n휸+ ∈ N ∶ [3, 6] is a good choice in the small data regime.
Finally, we can summarize the necessary steps for the Bayesian multi-fidelity uncertainty quantification approach in form of
the pseudo-code 1. The sub-algorithms 2 and 3 show the details of the determination of 풛LF, discussed in this section and the
implementation of the posterior statistics form equation (14)-(15).
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for Bayesian multi-fidelity UQ (BMFMC)
Require: 푝 (풙) , 푦HF(풙), 푦LF(풙), ntrain, Nsample, 풚HF,support
1: 푿∗ = GENERATE(푝 (풙) ,Nsample) // Draw Nsample Monte-Carlo samples 푿∗ from 푝 (풙)
2: 푌 ∗LF ← 푦LF(푿
∗) // Run LF model for Nsample Monte-Carlo samples
3: 푝
(
푓 |풛LF) = DESIGNPRIORGP(푌 ∗LF)
4: 푓 =TRAININGDATA(푿∗, 푌 ∗LF, ntrain, 풚HF,support,Nsample)// see algorithm 2
5: 푓 |푓 ← 푓 // Train GP model on 푓
6: return 풑푦HF,E∗ , 풑푦HF,V∗ = POSTERIORSTATISTICS(푓 |푓 ,풁∗LF,Nsample, 풚HF,support)
Algorithm 2 TrainingData(푿∗, 푌 ∗LF, ntrain, 풚HF,support,Nsample)
// ————Unsupervised dim. reduction for input matrix 푿∗ ———— //
1: [푿∗uncorr,푿
∗
corr,푖] ← 푿
∗ // with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, ncorr], Distinguish: corr. & uncorr. inputs
2: for 푖 to ncorr do // Number of random fields: ncorr
3: 푿̂∗푖 = TRUNCATEDKLE(푿∗corr,푖) // Dim. reduction of random fields by truncated KLE
4: end for
5: 푿̂∗ ← [푿∗uncorr, 푿̂
∗
푖] // Construct reduced input matrix
6: 푿̂∗ = STANDARDIZE(푿̂∗) // Standardize input matrix for line 7
// —————————- Define 휸+ (supervised) —————————- //
7: 퐫 = |||푿̂∗푇 ⋅ 푌 ∗LF||| // Calculate corr. coefficients for every dim. in 풙̂, equation (20)8: for 푖 to n휸+ do // We found n휸+ ∈ N ∶ [3, 6] as a good heuristics
9: idx = RETURNINDEXMAX(퐫) // Get dimension in 풙̂ with max. correlation to 푦HF
10: Γ∗푖 = SELECTCOLUMN(idx, 푿̂
∗) // Select corresponding column in 푿̂∗
11: 퐫 = SETMAXZERO(퐫)
12: end for
13: 횪∗,+ ← [Γ∗푖 ], 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, n휸+] // Construct extended feature space
// ——————————– Select 푿 and 푌HF ——————————— //
14: 횪+ = SELECTDIVERSESUBSET(횪∗,+, ntrain) // Space filling subset in Ω휸+
15: 푿 = GETCORRESPONDINGINPUT(횪+)
16: 푌HF = 푦HF(푿) // Run HF model for training inputs 푿
// ——————————– Select 풛LF and 푓 ——————————— //
17: 풛LF ← [풚LF, 훾푖] // with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, n휸], we recommend n휸 = 2 for ntrain ∈ N ∶ [50, 200]
18: 풁LF ← 풛LF
19: 푓 ← [풁LF, 푌HF] // Define training-set for GP of size ntrain ≪ Nsample
20: return 푓
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Algorithm 3 PosteriorStatistics
(푓 |푓 ,풁∗LF,Nsample, 풚HF,support)
// ———- Calculate E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦HF|푓 ∗,푓)], equation (14) ———- //
1: 풎∗, 풗∗=EVALUATEGP(푓 |푓 ,풁∗LF) // Evaluate the posterior GP at 풁∗LF
2: 푷 ∗푦HF=NORMALPDF(풚HF,support,풎∗, 풗∗) // Matrix with column-wise normal distribution evaluations
3: 풑푦HF,E∗=1∕Nsample⋅SUMCOLUMNS(푷 ∗푦HF) // Sum up normal distributions (same 풚HF,support)
// ———- Calculate V푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦HF|푓 ∗,푓)], equation (15) ———- //
4: 푲푓 ∗=POSTERIORCOVARIANCE(푓 |푓 ,풁∗LF)
5: 푗, ℎ = 1
6: 풀 HF,V = [풚HF,support, 풚HF,support] // Evaluate 2-dim. PDF in line 15 for points [푦HF푙, 푦HF푙]푇 ,
// with 푙 ∈ N ∶ [1, nsupport]
7: for 휇1, 푣1 in 풎∗, 풗∗ do
8: 푖 = 1
9: for 휇2, 푣2 in 풎∗, 풗∗ do
10: 푘 = 푲푓 ∗(푖, 푗)
11: 휎̂2n =GETNOISEGP(푓 |푓 )
12: 횺 = [[푣1 + 휎̂2n , 푘]푇 , [푘, 푣2 + 휎̂2n]푇 ] // Construct covariance matrix for PDF in line 15
13: 흁 = [휇1, 휇2]푇 // Construct mean vector for PDF in line 15
14: 풑푦HF,V∗+ =NORMALPDF(풀 HF,V,흁,횺) // Evaluate PDF for 풀 HF,V and add up results per iteration
15: 푖+ = 1
16: ℎ+ = 1
17: end for
18: 푗+ = 1
19: end for
20: 풑푦HF,V∗ = 풑푦HF,V∗∕ℎ − (풑푦HF,E∗)
2 // Normalize result and subtract squared mean prediction
21: return 풑푦HF,E∗ , 풑푦HF,V∗
3 SIMPLE GENERATION OF LOW-FIDELITY VARIANTS OF PDE SOLVERS AND
ESTIMATION OF COMPUTATIONAL SPEED-UP
This section is devoted to simple and general application-oriented procedures to generate low cost numerical approximators
of the original HF model. A HF model is an umbrella term that includes a complex simulation code which captures detailed
physical effects, narrow solver tolerances as well as an overall fine numerical discretization of the temporal and spatial domain.
LF models could then, for example, be simpler physical models as in22. A physically simpler version of the original problem
is however not always easily available so that we investigate theoretical aspects based on pure numerical relaxation of Galerkin
methods (Finite Element Method, Discontinuous Galerkin Method).
We first investigate factors that influence the computational cost for approximating the solution of a nonlinear system of
partial differential equations based on Galerkin based discretization methods for transient problems with an iterative solution of
nonlinear systems of equations within each time step. Afterwards, we motivate a numerical relaxation strategy for the automated
generation of LF model versions, based on these considerations. Computational costs can be decomposed in contributions by
the present number of degrees of freedom (DoFs), i.e., the number of unknowns arising from the numerical discretization, the
necessary number of iterations until convergence, as well as the efficiency of the implementation depending on the computational
complexity of a chosen numerical algorithm but also on the optimization level of a specific code. Thus we obtain44:
cost ∝ DoFs ⋅ time steps ⋅ iterations ⋅ 1efficiency of implementation (21)
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We describe the general case of high-order discontinuous Galerkin methods45 as these methods contain the widely used finite-
element method and finite-volumemethod as a special case. The spatial dimensionality of the investigated problem is abbreviated
by 푑. The polynomial degree for the Ansatz functions is denoted by 푘 and the measure for the element size by ℎ. The spatial
discretization results in푁ele elements with (푘+ 1)푑 degrees of freedom (and similarly 푘푑 for a continuous finite element space)
per element, assuming hexahedral elements and scalar fields. The number of elements is inversely proportional to ℎ to the power
of the dimension of the problem:푁ele ∝ 1ℎ푑 . The number of degrees of freedom (DoFs) can then be summarized in equation (22):
DoFs ∝ 푁ele ⋅ (푘 + 1)푑 ∝
(푘 + 1
ℎ
)푑
(22)
The cost associated with time stepping is inversely proportional to the time step size (we assume a mean time step for the cost
considerations). Besides accuracy demands, the maximal possible time step size is constrained by the stability limits of the
deployed solver. As a general discussion of the stability theory for arbitrary solvers in not expedient, we confine the analysis to
solvers for transient fluid dynamics applications where the time step is selected according to the CFL condition (∗), resulting in44
time steps ∝ 1
Δ푡
(∗)
∝ 푘
훾
ℎ
⏟ ⏟
CFLrelationship
with 훾 ∈ [1, 2] , (23)
and argue that the resulting time step size is small enough to ensure a time accurate solution for many problems. Computational
costs related to the iterative solution of systems of equations for the unknown degrees of freedom are dependent on solver
tolerances 흐solver, and in general also on the element size ℎ as well as on the polynomial degree 푘 of the Ansatz functions. For
robust solvers (∗∗), e.g., multigrid, one can assume that the spatial discretization (ℎ, 푘) does not influence iteration counts. A
dependency of computational costs on the solver tolerance according to − log 흐solver provides a good general model for solvers
with optimal complexity, so that we write:
iterations = 푓 (흐solver, ℎ, 푘)
(∗∗)
∝∼ − log 흐solver (24)
Under efficiency of implementation (in DoFs computed per second), we imply the speed at which certain elementary operations of
a PDE solver can be performed on a given computer hardware and a given implementation. This factor is summarized in 푔(ℎ, 푘)
regarding the serial performance of a code, as well as effects of parallel scalability that we summarize in the coefficient of parallel
efficiency 휂parallel(ℎ, 푘). Furthermore, we introduce the speed-up through floating-point precision 픭 ∈ {1, 2}, where 픭 = 1
for (standard) double precision and 픭 = 2 in case the solver uses single floating-point precision. The factor 푔(ℎ, 푘) mainly
depends on the implementation variant used for the solver, and we here focus on implementation strategies that have optimal
complexity (∗∗∗) w.r.t. the polynomial degree 푘 and mesh size ℎ, so that we can assume the serial performance to be almost
independent of these parameters for 푘 ≤ 10, see46, and we further assume optimal parallel scalability (∗∗∗):
efficiency of implementation ∝ 푔(ℎ, 푘) ⋅ 휂parallel(ℎ, 푘) ⋅ 픭
(∗∗∗)
∝ 픭 with 픭 =
{
1, for double precision
2, for single precision (25)
The speed-up 푓HF/LF by a numerical relaxation can then be expressed as:
푓HF/LF(푘, 푑, ℎ, 픭) ∶=
costs HF
costs LF =
(
푘0+1
ℎ0
)푑0
⋅
푘훾0
ℎ0
⋅ 1
픭0
⋅ (− log 흐solver,0)(
푘+1
ℎ
)푑
⋅ 푘
훾
ℎ
⋅ 1
픭
⋅ (− log 흐solver)
(26)
Figure 3 illustrates potential speed-ups due to numerical relaxation of the original problem. Element or mesh coarsening is
always shown in combination with a change of the time step size according to the CFL condition. The figure illustrates the
effectiveness of higher order methods (change of polynomial degree) in terms of the achieved speed-up factor. A change of 푘 or ℎ
changes the number of DoFs according to equation (22). We do not explicitly show theoretical error estimates for the relaxation
procedure as they are not of primary importance for the multi-fidelity scheme. It should be noted that the absolute error or
deviation between LF and HF model is not relevant for the proposed method, but only the structure of the error itself (noise
structure). From a practical perspective, especially the change of the polynomial degree 푘 for the Ansatz function of the Galerkin
approximation can lead to large speed-ups even for the same mesh. In contrast, the relaxation of couplings or tolerances has a
smaller impact (logarithmic expression). An additional speed-up factor of two can be achieved when we relax the floating point
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precision to single-precision. Even though the presented speed-ups are theoretical values one can expect tremendous efficiency
gains without the need for a completely new computational model.
10
1000
1
100
tolerance factor
polynomial degree k
FIGURE3Example of theoretical speed-ups for a LFmodel, generated by numerical relaxation. Left: Speed-up over polynomial
degree 푘 and mesh-coarsening factor ℎ
ℎ0
. The HF reference uses 푘0 = 7, 휖solver,0 = 10−6; Right: Speed-up over tolerance
factor 휖solver
휖solver,0
and mesh-coarsening, with HF reference of 푘0 = 2, 휖solver,0 = 10−6. Along with the spatial coarsening a temporal
relaxation is carried out according to the CFL constraint.
The overall cost for the multi-fidelity framework BMFMC is then composed by the costs for the sampling on the LF model
and costs for the HF simulations in푓 . To demonstrate the efficiency of BMFMC, we want to compare the computational costs
of the proposed multi-fidelity approach with the cost associated with a classic Monte-Carlo sampling strategy. We define the
following speed-up expression for BMFMC:
speed-up MF ∶= NMC,HF ⋅ costs HF
NMC,LF ⋅ costs LF + ntrain ⋅ costs HF =
NMC,HF ⋅ 푓HF/LF
NMC,LF + ntrain ⋅ 푓HF/LF
(27)
Figure 4 shows the theoretical speed-ups of BMFMC for different LF model speed-ups 푓HF/LF, as well as different training data
sizes ntrain and Monte-Carlo sample sizes N푀퐶 . The multi-fidelity approach becomes especially powerful, if a high number of
Monte-Carlo evaluations on the HF model would have been necessary to estimate a statistic of interest with high accuracy.
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FIGURE 4 Overall speed-up of the proposed multi-fidelity Monte-Carlo (BMFMC) approach for UQ for different training data
sizes ntrain and Monte-Carlo sample NMC sizes as well as different HF/LF model speed-ups.
4 NUMERICAL DEMONSTRATION FOR CHALLENGING APPLICATIONS
In the following numerical examples, we demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed generalized Bayesian
multi-fidelity Monte-Carlo framework. The LF models deployed are automatically generated by numerical relaxation of the cor-
responding HF model, as described in Section 3. The generalized multi-fidelity approach for uncertainty quantification BMFMC
was implemented in QUEENS (Quantification of Uncertainties in Engineering and Science)47, a software platform for uncer-
tainty quantification, physics-informed machine learning, Bayesian optimization, inverse problems and simulation analytics.
QUEENS is capable of interacting with a variety of commercial, open-source and in-house simulation engines and enables the
fully automatic set-up of all required simulations on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters, workstations and desktop
computers. The first numerical demonstration of a stochastic flow past a cylinder was calculated on a workstation with Intel
Core i7-8000K CPUs running at 3.7 GHz and the second demonstration of a stochastic fluid-structure interaction problem was
computed on an HPC cluster with Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 "Haswell" CPU running at 2.5 GHz.
4.1 Stochastic Flow Past a Cylinder: High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Navier-Stokes Solver
For the first numerical demonstration we investigate uncertainty propagation for a widely used benchmark in computational
fluid dynamics: The flow past cylinder test case for incompressible flows, as defined by Schäfer and Turek48. Similar setups have
also been discussed in the UQ community, see Perdikaris et al.24. The geometry of the two-dimensional domain is a rectangular
channel with height 퐻 = 0.41 and length 퐿 = 2.2, as depicted in Figure 5. We modify the original benchmark problem
at 푅푒 = 100 to a stochastic flow problem for our investigations on efficient uncertainty propagation: A circular cylinder with
uncertain radius 푅̃ ∼ 푅 (0.035, 0.07) is placed in the channel at position 푥푐 = 0.2 in streamwise direction. The cylinder’s
distance to the bottom channel wall is also a univariate random variable 푦̃푐 ∼ 푦 (0.16, 0.24). No-slip boundary conditions are
imposed on Γ퐷,0, defined by the cylinder surface and the channel walls (marked in green in Figure 5). At the outflow boundary Γ푁(shown in magenta) a Neumann boundary condition is prescribed as described in49. Additionally, the kinematic viscosity 휈̃ of
the fluid is uncertain and modeled as a random variable with the univariate distribution휈 (9.5 ⋅ 10−4, 1.5 ⋅ 10−3). Furthermore,
we assume a transient and stochastic Dirichlet boundary condition on the inflow section Γ퐷,푢 (shown in blue) in form of a randomfield in space with a sinusoidal ramp over time:
Γ퐷,푢 ∶ 퐮 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푢̃푥(푦, 푡)
0
0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , with 푢̃푥(푦, 푡) =
[
푈m
4푦(퐻 − 푦)
퐻2
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
mean function for 푡=푇 ∕2
+  (0, 푘̃(푦, 푦′))
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Non-stat. random process
]
⋅ sin(휋푡∕푇 )
⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟
transient ramping
(28)
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FIGURE 5 Setup of the stochastic flow past a cylinder problem. Random inputs are written in boxes and have a tilde superscript.
The quantity of interest is the maximal lift coefficient 퐶퐿,max, due to the lift force 퐿 on the cylinder (shown in red) in the
y-direction. In the uncertainty propagation problem, we want to infer the distribution 푝 (퐶퐿,max) as a stochastic response to
the uncertain boundary condition and parameters, whose distribution we abbreviate by 푝 (풙). The random process is modeled
as a Gaussian Process with a non-stationary kernel function 푘̃(푦, 푦′), so that 95% of the inflow field’s realizations (equal to
two times the standard deviation of the process) 푢푥 have less than 25% deviation from the mean 휇푢(푦, 푡). The non-stationary
covariance function is formulated as a stationary squared exponential covariance function k푢
(
푦, 푦′
)with space dependent signal-
variance (휎푢(푦))2:
푘̃(푦, 푦′) =
(
0.125 ⋅ 휇푢(푦)
)2
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
(휎푢(푦))2
⋅ exp
(
−(푦 − 푦
′)2
2퓁2
)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
k푢(푦,푦′)
. (29)
Expression (28) and (29) can be rewritten for easier implementation with available software packages such as GPy30:
푢̃푥(푦, 푡) ∼ 휇푢(푦) ⋅ sin(휋푡∕푇 ) + 0.125 ⋅ 휇푢(푦) ⋅  (0, k푢 (푦, 푦′)) ⋅ sin(휋푡∕푇 )
= 휇푢(푦)
(
1 + 0.125 ⋅  (0, k푢 (푦, 푦′))) ⋅ sin(휋푡∕푇 ) (30)
A summary of important properties for the stochastic flow problem is given in Table 2. Discrete realizations of the random
TABLE 2 Properties used in the simulations (random properties are printed bold)
Property Variable Value
Channel height 퐻 0.41
Channel length 퐿 2.2
Lateral cylinder position 푦̃푐 푦 (0.16, 0.24)
Cylinder radius 푅̃ 푅 (0.035, 0.07)
Kinematic viscosity 휈̃ 휈 (9.5 ⋅ 10−4, 1.5 ⋅ 10−3)
Inflow BC 푢̃푥(푦, 푡) 휇푢(푦)
[
1 + 0.125 ⋅  (0, k푢푥 (푦, 푦′))] ⋅ sin(휋푡∕푇 )
Mean function at 푡 = 푇 ∕2 휇푢(푦) 푈m 4푦(퐻−푦)퐻2
Mean max. velocity 푈m 1.5
Correlation length scale 퓁 0.08 ⋅퐻
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inflow field can be computed using standard pseudo-random number generators. We define a vector of points 푌Γ on Γ퐷,푢 onwhich we evaluate the random inflow BC to yield the velocity vector 푈Γ. The Dirichlet boundary condition can then be imposed
by a Galerkin projection step.
퐮Γ = (퐦 + 퐠) ⋅ sin(휋푡∕푇 ), with 퐦 = 휇푢(푌Γ) and
퐠 = 퐋 ⋅ 퐫 ∼  (ퟎ, k푢 (푦, 푦′)) , with 퐫 ∼퐫 (ퟎ, 퐼) and 퐋 ⋅ 퐋푇 = 퐊∗ (31)
In equation (31) the matrix 퐋 denotes the Cholesky factorization of the covariance matrix 퐊∗ = k푢
(
푌Γ, 푌Γ
′). The normally dis-
tributed vector 퐫 has the dimension of 푌Γ, which in our case was discretized by 200 points. The resulting stochastic dimension
(before dimensionality reduction) was 푑 = 203. For subsequent parts of our analysis (as put forth in Section 3) we can directly
calculate a low dimensional representation 푿̂∗ of the high-dimensional inputs 푿∗ by computing a truncated Karkunen-Loève
expansion (KLE) (unsupervised dimensionality reduction) of the random field. The random variables 푅̃, 휈̃ and 푦̃푐 are indepen-
dent. Hence, their dimension cannot be further reduced. Figure 6 shows on the right side realizations of the random inflow profile
for 푡 = 푇 ∕2 (solid lines) along with their truncated KLE approximation of order six (dashed-lines). The bar-chart (left) shows
the explained variance over the KLE truncation order. We decided to truncate the extension at order 10 and store the reduced
input data of the truncated inflow field and the three random variables as 푿̂∗ ∈ RNsample×13, in contrast to the original input data
set 푿∗ ∈ RNsample×203):
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FIGURE 6 Left: Cumulative percentage of explained variance for a Karhunen-Loéve expansion of the random inflow field;
Right: Example samples (solid line) of the random inflow field 푢̃푥(푦) for 푡 = 푇 ∕2 along with their Karhunen-Loève
approximations (dashed) of order six. The mean function of the random inflow is printed in light grey.
The unsteady problem for a sample realization of the random input풙 ∼ 푝 (풙) is simulated over a time interval of 0 ≤ 푡 ≤ 푇 = 8,
with a zero velocity field in the domain at initial time 푡 = 0. We solve the uncertainty propagation problem using two fidelity
levels of a high-order discontinuous Galerkin (퐿2-conforming) discretization developed in49,50. On quadrilateral/hexahedral
elements, the solution is approximated by tensor-product Lagrange polynomials of degree 푘 ≥ 2 for the velocity unknowns,
and degree 푘푝 = 푘 − 1 for the pressure unknowns for reasons of inf–sup stability. From a practical perspective, the flexibility
to vary the polynomial degree 푘 of the shape functions and the mesh resolution ℎ independently, as a means to increase the
spatial approximation properties of the discretization, is attractive as one does not have to generate several meshes. We exploit
this property for the multi-fidelity approach and define a high-fidelity model version with polynomial degree 푘 = 6 and a low-
fidelity version of the benchmark using 푘 = 3 to resolve the velocity field. For efficient time integration, the method used in the
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present work relies on well-known projection methods that segregate the solution of velocity and pressure unknowns, where the
second-order accurate dual splitting scheme with an explicit treatment of the convective term is used here.1
In all simulations, the same parameterized mesh according to Fehn et al.49 was used. The simulation domain and the mesh
for one sample random input realization 풙 ∼ 푝 (풙) is shown in Figure 7 for the HF and the LF model version, respectively.
The reduction of the polynomial degree from 푘 = 6 to 푘 = 3 leads to a speed-up of roughly eight which is in agreement
with equation (26). The procedure for the multi-fidelity uncertainty propagation follows algorithm 1. We run simulations for
FIGURE 7 Example snapshot of the velocity magnitude for a low-fidelity simulation with 푘 = 3 (top) and high-fidelity model
simulation with 푘 = 6 (bottom). Both simulations used identical inputs 풙 and are shown for the same simulation time 푡 = 푇 ∕2.
the Nsample = 10000 input realizations of 푝 (풙) stored in 푿, with 풙 =
[
푢̃푥(푦), 휈̃, 푅̃, 푦̃푐)
]푇 on the LF version of the cylinder flow
problem and obtain a vector 푌 ∗LF of according LF model responses for 퐶퐿,max.The necessary number of sample points for the LF model is problem-dependent and strongly relies on the goal of the analysis.
As we are interested in the entire density, the amount of necessary sample points for an accurate approximation is significantly
higher than for point estimates, such as the mean value or the variance. The convergence of the density estimate or statistic of
interest can be investigated over an increasing number of sample points. Error estimates exist only for point estimators such as
Monte-Carlo mean or variance estimators but can be used for an initial orientation of the sample size Nsample 51. The standard
error of the Monte-Carlo estimator for the mean yields:
휎E ≈
휎̂√
Nsample
, (32)
where 휎E is the standard deviation of Monte Carlo error, 휎̂ is the estimate of the standard deviation of the QoI and Nsample is the
number of sample points. We select an initial sample size of Nsample = 10000 for the LF model, so that the relative error 휎E∕휎̂
in the mean estimate is 1%.
Afterwards, we successively compute features 훾푖 and choose five features to calculate a Ω훾푖×푦LF-filling sub-set [푦LF(푿), 훾푖(푿)]푇 ⊂ [푦LF(푿∗), 훾푖(푿∗)]푇 , with 푖 ∈ N ∶ [1, 5]. We choose a data set of size ntrain = 150, corresponding to 150
HF model simulations to train the Gaussian Process model. In all problems we investigated, a choice of ntrain ∈ N ∶ [50, 200]
offered a good balance between accuracy and performance. Figure 8 shows the HF and LF model dependency in Ω푦HF×푦LF alongwith the GP-based probabilistic model that would result without 훾푖. The Gaussian Process model inΩ푦LF×푦HF , shown in Figure 8,does not sufficiently explain the complex, non-Gaussian nature of the Monte-Carlo reference, shown by grey dots (normally not
available). The introduction of a further dimension 훾푖 leads to a higher dimensional space inwhich the data can be better explained
by a GP. The transition from Ω푦HF×푦LF to Ω푦HF×푦LF×훾1 did not require any further HF model evaluation and follows the proceduredescribed in Section 2.4, so that a reduction in the overall approximation error is possible without further computational efforts.
The resulting approximation for the HF response 푝 (푦HF|푓) is shown in Figure 9a) to d). Figure 9a) shows the best BMFMC
prediction for the HF output density, using ntrain = 150, and two additional features 훾1 and 훾2. The training points 푓 were
selected by choosing a diverse subset in Ω휸+ with n풛LF+ = 5. The credible intervals on the densities were computed using
1To obtain a flow solver that is computationally efficient at high polynomial degrees 푘, it is essential to implement the method with optimal computational complexity
by the use of matrix-free evaluation techniques 46.
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FIGURE 8 LF and HF output tuples of the flow past a cylinder problem. The posterior Gaussian Process for the approximation
of 푝 (푓 ∗|푓) is shown in form of its mean functionm푓 (푦LF) and associated credible intervals. The training data푓 is markedby red crosses.
equation (15), respectively the square root of equation (15) for the standard deviation, and provide an estimate for the uncertainty
in the density prediction. The LF density (red line) of the maximum lift coefficient shows a bimodal characteristic that cannot
be found in the HF reference density. The BMFMC prediction for ntrain = 150 without informative LF features in Figure 9b)
already resulted in very good predictions. The addition of two informative features in Figure 9a) gave even better predictions
for the tails of the distribution and resulted in slightly lower predictive variance (narrower credible intervals) and was in almost
perfect agreement with the Monte-Carlo density estimate (dashed black line) that used Nsample = 10000 HF evaluations. Figures
9c) and d) used a different strategy to select the training data set 푓 : The outcomes of the LF Monte-Carlo simulation 푌 ∗LFwere separated in 25 bins and then an equal amount of training candidates was randomly selected from each bin to define 푓 .
Even though this strategy covers 푦LF efficiently, the input 풙 was not sufficiently covered by the training data, resulting in worse
predictions with higher predictive variance. Figure 9d) demonstrates that the predictive variance (credible intervals on the HF
density estimates) serves as a good indicator for too small training data size by giving larger credible intervals for a smaller
training data size of ntrain = 50.
To measure the overall accuracy of the predictive HF distribution E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)], we define an absolute error measurein terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) in equation (33) towards the HF Monte-Carlo density estimate 푝 (푦HF),
which was calculated with a Gaussian kernel density estimation with bandwidth optimization, using Nsample = 10000:
휖abs ∶= DKL
[
푝
(
푦HF
) ‖‖‖ E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)]] =
∞
∫
−∞
푝
(
푦HF
)
ln
(
푝
(
푦HF
)
E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)]
)
푑푦HF (33)
The KLD can be understood as an asymmetric measure of similarity between two probability densities, where two identical
distributions would result in a KLD value of zero and a discrepancy between the densities in KLD values greater than zero.
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a) 푓 : diverse subset, two features, ntrain = 150 b) 푓 : diverse subset, no features, ntrain = 150
c) 푓 : random from bins, no features, ntrain = 150 d) 푓 : as in c) but with ntrain = 50
FIGURE9Comparison of the output distributions 푝 (푦) = 푝 (퐶L,max) for themaximal lift coefficient in the flow around a cylinder
problem. The high-fidelity Monte-Carlo reference 푝 (푦HF) is shown as a black dashed line, the low-fidelity solution 푝 (푦LF) is
given in red color and the BMFMCmean predictions E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] is shown in green, along with ±2 standard deviationcredible intervals of the prediction, shown in grey.
Figure 10 shows the performance of the Bayesianmulti-fidelity approach using the KLD, over an increasing number of features 훾푖
and two different training sizes ntrain. To give a reference for the KLDs of the BMFMC solution, we additionally provide the
KLD for Monte-Carlo based density estimates using a lower number of sample points (horizontal dashed lines) compared to the
Monte-Carlo reference using Nsample = 10000.
The KLD for the BMFMC predictions with zero to two additional LF features, which only required 50 HF model simulation,
lies far below the KLD that was reached with density estimate, using 5000 HFmodel evaluations. For comparison we also plotted
the reference for a density estimate using only 50 HF simulations, resulting in considerably worse prediction than BMFMC
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5000 MC samples
1000 MC samples
500 MC samples
150 MC samples
50 MC samples
FIGURE 10 Kullback-Leiber divergence between the Monte-Carlo reference solution 푝 (푦HF) and the Bayesian predic-
tion E푓 ∗
[
푝
(
푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)] for different number of features 휸 in 풛LF (logarithmic scale). The horizontal dashed lines mark theKL-divergence for one exemplaryMonte-Carlo estimatewith less points towards theMonte Carlo estimatewithNsample = 10000.
The Monte-Carlo density estimates yield a significantly higher KLD than the BMFMC estimates.
(please note the logarithmic scale). The best BMFMC predictions were made with only one additional LF feature 훾1. The use
of one or two additional features leads to a significant reduction in the KLD, without the need for any additional computational
cost. For the small training data set 푓 with ntrain = 50 and ntrain = 150, the introduction of more than two additional features
led to a strong increase in the approximation error due to the curse of dimensionality.
The diverse subset strategy for training points selection resulted in considerably better estimates than a random training point
selection.
In conclusion, a computational cost comparison of BMFMC with a standard Monte-Carlo procedure, as presented in equation
(27), resulted in an overall speed-up factor of roughly 7.1, usingNMC = 10000,Nsample = 150 and 푓HF/LF = 8, for the problem at
hand. In the case of Nsample = 50, the speed- up factor was roughly 7.7. The deployed LF model, which was created by changing
the degree of the polynomial Ansatz function, is only to be understood as a proof of concept. Much higher speed-ups are possible
when further strategies of Section 3 are combined or even a simplified physical model is applied.
4.2 Stochastic Fluid-Structure Interaction - Bending Wall in a Channel Flow
In the second numerical example, we are interested in uncertainty propagation for a 3D fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem
of a bending wall in a channel flow. The benchmark is motivated by work on monolithic FSI solvers52 and is depicted in Figure
11. The fluid domain Ω is given by a flow-channel with rectangular cross-section of width 푏 = 1.0, height ℎ = 0.5 and
length 푙 = 3.0, while the structure domain Ω is represented by an elastic wall of thickness 푡 = 0.05, width 푏 = 0.6 and
height ℎ = 0.4. We assume the flexible wall to be clamped to the channel floor at 푦 = −ℎ
2
. The distance between the wall’s
centerline and the left boundary of the fluid domain is 푙푖푛 = 0.5. The problem is modeled using a hyper-elastic neo-Hookean
constitutive law for the structural domain and incompressible Newtonian fluid in the fluid domain. The fluid-structure interaction
problem is efficiently solved with a monolithic coupling scheme implemented in our in-house multi-physics finite element code
BACI 53. The interested reader is referred to54 for further details on n-field monolithic solvers. In our configuration, the fluid field
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FIGURE 11 Fluid-structure interaction problem of an elastic wall in a channel flow52 subject to a random inflow boundary
condition and uncertain wall elasticity. Random fields, respectively variables are shown in boxes and have an additional tilde
superscript. A no-slip boundary condition is present at Γ퐷,0. The quantity of interest is the wall deflection in the x-direction atpoint 푄 (shown in red). Dirichlet boundaries for the fluid and the structure domain are shown in blue, respectively green.
was chosen as the master field in the dual mortar formulation for the interface coupling55. The Dirichlet boundary conditions
are formulated on Γ퐷 = Γ퐷,푢 ∪ Γ퐷,0 as follows:
Γ퐷,푢 ∶ 퐮 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푢푥(푦, 푧)
0
0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ inflow B.C.
Γ퐷,0 ∶ 퐮 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0
0
0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ no slip B.C.
(34)
An overview of detailed material and fluid properties is provided in Table 3:
The uncertainty propagation problem is then stated as followed: The model is subject to two sources of input uncertainties: A
random inflow boundary condition 푢̃푥(푦, 푧) (random field with high stochastic dimension) and an uncertain Young’s modulus 퐸̃
(random variable) for the elastic wall. We are interested in the distribution of the x-displacement of point 푄, on top of the
elastic wall. To be compliant with our notation in previous sections, we summarize the distribution of the inputs by 푝 (풙) and the
response distribution for the QoI of the high-fidelity computer model is denoted by 푝 (푦HF). Before we investigate the Bayesian
multi-fidelity framework for the problem at hand, we discuss the probabilistic models for 푝 (풙) in more detail. The Young’s
modulus 퐸 of the elastic wall is modeled as a random variable with a log-normal distribution 푝 (퐸) =  퐸 (휇퐸 , 휎2퐸) toconstrain realizations to R+. The distribution parameters 휇퐸 and 휎2퐸 are chosen so that the Young’s modulus mean value is 600with a standard deviation of 7% from the mean. The random inflow 푢푥(푦, 푧) is realized as a non-stationary Gaussian random
field with parabolic mean function on Γ퐷,푢, analogously to the previous numerical example. Again we can factorize the processto:
푢푥(푦, 푧) ∼  (휇푢(푦, 푧), 푘̃(푦, 푦′)) = 휇푢(푦, 푧) +  (0, 푘̃(푦, 푦′)) (35)
The parabolic mean function was taken form the deterministic problem in52 and is given in Table 3 along with further properties
of the stochastic problem. Densities of the Young’s modulus and the resulting random field for the uncertain inflow are visualized
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TABLE 3 Material and fluid properties used in the simulations (uncertain properties are printed bold face)
Property Variable Value
Poisson ratio 휈 0.0
Solid density 휌 1.0
Young’s modulus 퐸̃  퐸 (휇퐸 , 휎2퐸)
휇퐸 6.392
휎2퐸 0.00498
Dynamic viscosity 휇 0.01
Fluid density 휌 1.0
Inflow Field 푢̃푥(푦, 푧) 휇푢(풙)
[
1 + 0.125 ⋅  (0, k푢푥 (푦, 푦′))]
Mean function 휇푢(푦, 푧) 0.05 ⋅
(
1 − 4
(ℎ )2
푦2
)
⋅
(
1 − 4
(푏 )2
푧2
)
Stationary covariance function k푢푥
(
푦, 푦′
)
exp
[
−(푦−푦′)2
2퓁
]
Correlation length scale 퓁 0.08ℎ
in Figure 12. In the numerical implementation, the realizations of the random inflow were discretized at 200 points so that the
stochastic dimension of the problem was dim(풙) = 201. For the stochastic FSI problem, we investigated three different low-
FIGURE 12 Log-normal density function of the Young’s modulus (left) and visualization of a 2D cross-section at 푧 = 0 of the
3D-random inflow field (right).
fidelity model versions besides the HF model, regarding their impact on the overall prediction quality. The problem was solved
with the continuous finite element method: The high-fidelity model used for the fluid-domain Ω 22704 equal-order Hex-8
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finite elements with residual based stabilization. The structure domain Ω of the HF model used 1536 HEX-8 F-Bar finite
elements52,56. The three low-fidelity model variants were constructed using pure numerical relaxation as described in Section 3:
LF 1 The first LF model (LF 1) was designed with a 100 times looser solver tolerances for the fluid-structure coupling and a
two times larger time step size resulting in an overall speed-up factor of four.
LF 2 The second LF model (LF 2) was constructed by spatial coarsening to 2838 fluid elements and 192 structural elements,
while leaving other numerical settings untouched, leading to a speed-up factor of ten.
LF 3 Finally, the third LF model (LF 3) combined the relaxations of LF 1 and LF 2 and led to a speed-up factor of roughly 28.
The procedure for the Bayesian multi-fidelity uncertainty propagation scheme was then conducted as in the previous example.
We first created an input sample matrix 푿∗ ∼ 푝 (풙) with Nsample = 7000 samples using random number generators for the
log-normal distribution, and a Cholesky decomposition from equation (31) to generate sample functions for the random inflow
boundary condition. Compared to the previous demonstration, a smaller sample size was chosen, as the smaller variance of
the response distribution converged faster. Afterwards, we ran the realizations for 풙 an all LF models to get the three response
vectors 푌 ∗LF. Features and inputs 푿 were chosen in the same procedure as in the previous numerical demonstration with thedifference that the number of training points was further reduced to ntrain = 50 HF simulations to demonstrate the capabilities
of the multi-fidelity approach even for a very small number of high-fidelity simulations. In case the predictive statistics for the
HF output density show too high variance according to equation (15), more training points can be calculated. From a practical
perspective we suggest to construct subsets of space filling training designs 푿1 ⊂ 푿2 ⊂ …푿푚 following the procedure in
Section 2.4. Afterwards, we can start with the smallest subset (푿1) and choose larger sets, reusing the previous simulations, in
case the predictive variance of the HF density is still too high.
Figure 13a) shows the stochastic dependency between the HF model and LF 1, created by relaxation of the time discretization
and coupling settings. The dependency has a non-Gaussian noise structure and strong nonlinearities. The pure spatial relaxation
in LF 2 is displayed in Figure 13b). The data points are very close to the identity of 푦HF = 푦LF (shown in green) along with some
scattered points for which the LF simulation deviated from the HF simulation. The combination of relaxations from LF 1 in
Figure a) and LF 2 in Figure b) is shown as LF 3 in Figure c). Despite having the highest numerical relaxation and therefore the
highest computational speed-up, the LF 3 model results in a less noisy model dependency structure in Ω푦HF×푦LF when comparedto the LF 1 model. A possible explanation for this effect could be the smoothing property of the coarser mesh which might damp
the model discrepancy over the input space. A detailed investigation of the effect is however outside the scope of this paper.
Figure 14 presents the resulting density predictions for the HF output along with the MC reference 푝 (푦HF)MC and the outputdensities for LF 1 in Figure a) and LF 3 in Figure b), respectively. Even though the LF 1 model led to a very noisy and non-
Gaussian model dependency with the HF model, as shown in Figure 13a), the multi-fidelity approach BMFMC was able to
predict the HF output density nearly perfectly with as little as 50 HF simulation runs. Additionally, we present the prediction
quality of BMFMC without the use of additional informative features (green dashed line) which results in considerably worse
predictions due to a high modeling error when assuming a Gaussian noise structure between HF and LF 1 in Ω푦LF×푦HF . In fact,without the use of 휸 the modeling error of the GP is so high that the HF reference density did not lie within the predicted credible
intervals, even for an increase in training data as demonstrated in Figure 13c). The introduction of only one additional feature 훾1
removed this problem and the reference solution is always within the credible intervals. Figure 13 shows the superior result for
two additional features 훾1 and 훾2 that also gave tighter credible intervals than the prediction with only 훾1. In the case of the
LF 3 model, which combined spatial and temporal relaxation, BMFMC predicted the reference density nearly perfectly with or
without additional features.
Finally, we investigate the computational speed-ups reached with BMFMC in comparison to a standard Monte Carlo strategy.
We use the presented speed-up definition in equation (26) and (27) to calculate the speed-up factor. In our simulations we
set푁HF = 푁LF and the resulting speed-up factors are summarized in Table 4. Only based on pure numerical relaxation, BMFMC
performed roughly 23 times faster than the Monte Carlo benchmark while reaching the same accuracy. We want to emphasize
that we did not even fully exhaust the potential in the numerical relaxation, as i.e., the floating point precision in the simulation
was kept untouched. Furthermore, a huge speed-up potential is still available in terms of a simplified physics for the model so
that the discussed problems do not represent the full potential of BMFMC.
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a) LF 1: Temporal and coupling relax. b) LF 2: Spatial and coupling relax.
c) LF 3: Temporal, spatial and coupling relax.
FIGURE 13 Stochastic fluid-structure interaction problem: HF and LF model outputs for the wall deflection, demonstrated for
the three low-fidelity models LF 1, LF 2 and LF 3. The data of theMonte-Carlo reference (usually not available) is shown as grey
dots. Training points (ntrain = 50) for the Gaussian Process are shown by red crosses. The posterior mean function m푓
(
푦LF
)
and ±1 − 휎 standard deviation of the trained Gaussian Process are shown in blue.
TABLE 4Comparison of computational speed-ups for the generalizedBMFMC approachwith a standardMonte-Carlo approach
for uncertainty quantification
LF model 푓HF/LF NMC ntrain speed-up MF
LF 1 4.5 7000 50 4.4
LF 2 10 7000 50 9.3
LF 3 28 7000 50 23.3
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a) LF 1: Temporal and coupling relax., ntrain = 50 b) LF 3: Temporal, spatial and coupling relax., ntrain = 50
c) LF 1: Temporal and coupling relax., ntrain = 150 d) LF 3: Temporal, spatial and coupling relax., ntrain = 150
FIGURE 14 Comparison of the output densities 푝 (푦) for the bending wall in a channel flow problem. The quantity of interest
is the x-deflection point Q. The high-fidelity Monte-Carlo reference density 푝 (푦HF) is shown as a black dashed line, the low-
fidelity density 푝 (푦LF) is given in red and the Bayesian predictions E푓 ∗ [푝 (푦∗HF|푓 ∗,푓)], in green along with their credibleintervals, shown in grey. Figure a) shows the output densities when LF 1 was deployed in the multi-fidelity approach and Figure
b) when LF 3 was deployed, each for ntrain = 50. Figure c) and d) show the predictions for ntrain = 150.
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5 CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we introduced a generalized formulation for Bayesian multi-fidelity forward and backward uncertainty prop-
agation. In the case of uncertainty quantification, we call the approach Bayesian multi-fidelity Monte-Carlo or short BMFMC.
We presented a formulation for the generalized approach that can be usedwith any probabilistic machine learningmodel and gave
the specific numerical implementation under the use of Gaussian Processes. We demonstrated that the generalized BMFMC for-
mulation contains other state-of-the-art methods for uncertainty quantification as special cases, but shows superior performance,
especially for computationally expensive UQ problems with high stochastic dimension.
Given a very limited amount of HF training data푓 and a potentially very high stochastic input dimension of 풙, both classical
and multi-fidelity surrogate based approaches for UQ, that consider 풙 explicitly, show serious accuracy problems. The reason is
an insufficient coverage ofΩ풛LF×푦HF by푓 , with 풛LF = [푦LF,풙]푇 , in this scenario. For the other extreme, if we only consider 풛LF =
푦LF, a sufficient space coverage of Ω푦LF by training data 푓 is possible, but the dependency between the HF and the LF modelmight still be too complex in Ω푦LF×푦HF . An approximation of the density 푝 (푦HF|푦LF) for the small data case is hence prone tomodeling errors. Instead, we showed that additional features of the input 휸 can be learned at no extra cost, so that 풛LF = [푦LF푖, 휸]푇
defines a space Ω풛LF×푦HF , in which the statistical dependence with the HF model response can be learned in a small data regimeand with a low approximation error. We furthermore demonstrated that our Bayesian approach provides credible intervals for
the density estimate itself so that it is possible to assess the quality of the predictions.
We aimed at applicability of BMFMC towards complex physical models with actual engineering relevance and demonstrated
the capabilities and generality of the method on two challenging stochastic fluid-, respectively, fluid-structure interaction prob-
lems with high stochastic input dimensions. We compared the performance of BMFMC with a Monte Carlo sampling strategy,
which is currently the only reliable alternative for high-dimensional stochastic problems, and demonstrated significant speed-
up factors of over 23 when BMFMC was used. The speed-ups were achieved by only using simple numerical relaxation of the
original problem. We want to emphasize that higher performance gains are possible by, e.g., using simplified physics in the LF
model, a simpler geometrical model or combinations of the numerical relaxations discussed in this paper.
In future work the presentedmethodwill be extended to the full solution field of an HFmodel, usingmore flexible probabilistic
modeling approaches. Furthermore, an in-depth investigation of the Bayesian multi-fidelity approach for backward uncertainty
propagation should yield significant computational speed-ups. Another interesting application of the method are multi-scale
problems where the different physical scales can be interpreted as fidelity levels, keeping the central idea of learning 푝 (푦HF|풛LF)
identical to the discussed UQ problems.
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